
First beginning part one ...

One of the truth is: ”everybody” is always trying to
convince you of that something "good for you"
that you ought to experiment (as a customer
obviously...) to $urvive! HURRY!

Me too I' m trying to convince you of something :
talk to your teacher NOW and let them know that
you cannot go like that anymore that your
believing apparatus is running out of steam and
running out of esteem ... That you are eager
to spend a whole session with them
assessing the immense impact, the
formidable consequences of this
rational and objective education (since
50 years for example...) that you are so
benevolently receiving right n’how... ?
Are we going to rely only on mice
running in labyrinth and our
pantened hair mingled among
encephalogram’s connections to
know what the last mammalian
rules are allowing us to “”be”” ?

Are real realities ( like farthing or dying of hunger or atomic
holocaust, including your own imagination which is kind of the
BUILDER ...) too boring to be taught and thus cannot become
academically relevant ... ?



(On the long run Pseudoscience$ many of it probably ...?)
Pathology Pharmacology ... To calm our economists
nerves ... Physical Science and psychology the pure are allowing
us to keep going like that like what like who and why ? Are real
realities too boring to be taught and thus cannot become
academically relevant ... ?
One more time ...* Astrophysics
* Biochemistry
* Biological and Biomedical
Sciences
* Chemistry
* Genetics
* Geological Sciences
* History and Philosophy of
Science
* Materials Science
* Neuroscience
* Pathology
* Pharmacology
* Physical Science
("You certainly won t be short of libraries at Cambridge the
University has 114! They fall into three broad categories.
All Colleges have a library which contains the standard texts
needed for your undergraduate course, along with other materials
relating to your subject."↖from a PUB)
For further information, visit the Computing Service website.

That you are eager to spend a whole session with them assessing the immense
impact, the formidable consequences of this rational and objective education
(since 50 years for example...) that you are so benevolently receiving right
n’how... ?

And now lets talk about geology agronomy ...

First, agronomy : according to Merriam-Webster dictionary : a science that
deals with the methods used by farmers to raise crops and care for the soil.
A branch of agriculture dealing with field-crop production and soil management.
Thank you dear dictionary. We could easily add that agronomist are often sales
man and chummy with veterinarian but that just my twisted mind ... Chummy



economically I mean, and with the amount of chemistry involved from the fact
that agronomist and veterinary cannot usually create their OWN REMEDIES they
have more than often to rely on big corporation who are full of young and old
universities students ... Why pollution has attained that colossal size despite the
profuse tears secreted by all kind (euphemism is king and queen ...)of
beautifully available ethic’s courses ?
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